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**Author:** Barton, Donald Richmond  
**Year:** 1955  
**Title:** Once in Aleppo  
**City:** New York,  
**Publisher:** Scribner  
**Number of Pages:** 424  
**Notes:** 22 cm.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 1. Inscribed by the author to HV: "With every bestwish to the Volkenings, Don Barton."

**Author:** Bellow, Saul  
**Year:** 1947  
**Title:** The victim  
**City:** New York,  
**Publisher:** Vanguard Press  
**Number of Pages:** [5] l., 3-294  
**Notes:** [by] Saul Bellow.  
22 cm.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 5. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry with all best wishes, Saul."

**Author:** Bellow, Saul  
**Year:** 1953  
**Title:** The adventures of Augie March, a novel  
**City:** New York,  
**Publisher:** Viking Press  
**Number of Pages:** 536  
**Notes:** [by] Saul Bellow.  
23 cm.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 2. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry, my defendant, guardian of my interests and failures of copyrights with affection, Saul."

**Author:** Bellow, Saul  
**Year:** 1964  
**Title:** Herzog  
**City:** New York,  
**Publisher:** Viking Press  
**Number of Pages:** 341  
**Notes:** 22 cm.  
Some parts of this book appeared in different form in various magazines. At head of title: Saul Bellow.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 3. Inscribed by the author to
HV: "For Henry, my very good friend and protector, with great affection, Saul."

**Author:** Bellow, Saul  
**Year:** 1968  
**Title:** Mosby's memoirs and other stories  
**City:** New York,  
**Publisher:** Viking Press  
**Number of Pages:** [6], 184, [182]  
**Notes:** [by] Saul Bellow.  
23 cm.  
Leaving the yellow house.--The old system.--Looking for Mr. Green.--The Gonzaga manuscripts.--A father-to-be.--Mosby's memoirs.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 4. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry the Centurian ? ! Affectionately, Saul."

**Author:** Bergler, Edmund  
**Year:** 1948  
**Title:** Divorce won't help  
**City:** New York,  
**Publisher:** Harper  
**Number of Pages:** x, 240  
**Edition:** 1st  
**Notes:** 22 cm.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 8. Inscribed by the author to HV.

**Author:** Bergler, Edmund  
**Year:** 1951  
**Title:** Money and emotional conflicts  
**City:** Garden City, N.Y.,  
**Publisher:** Doubleday  
**Number of Pages:** 269  
**Notes:** [by] Edmund Bergler ...  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 9. "For Henry, in the vague expectation that in spite of unfavorable 600 omens, this book will do slightly better than Stendhal's L'AMOUR which sold in the first eleven years after publication (1822) exactly 17 copies, with the result that the publisher ironically reported to the author that he had written a holy book, one which nobody dared to touch...., WITH "HOLY" CONDOLENCES, Edmund."

**Author:** Bloch, Bertram  
**Year:** 1953
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Title: Mrs. Hulett: Love in Our Time  
City: London  
Publisher: Victor Gollancz  
Number of Pages: 286  
Edition: 1st  
Notes: 22 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 10. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry, For efforts made above and beyond the call of duty, Bertram."

Author: Boccaccio, Giovanni  
Year: 1967  
Title: A Medieval Story of Frederick of the Alberighi and his Falcon  
City: Easton, Pennsylvania  
Publisher: Michal F. Bixler (Priv. print.)  
Number of Pages: 10  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 11.

Author: Crowe, Philip Kingsland  
Year: 1953  
Title: Sport is where you find it  
City: New York  
Publisher: Van Nostrand ;  
Number of Pages: 189  
Notes: illustrated by Paul Brown.  
il. ; 24 cm.  
Includes index.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 13. Signed by the author.

Author: Crowe, Philip K.  
Year: 1966  
Title: Sporting journeys in Asia and Africa  
City: Barre, Mass.  
Publisher: Barre Publishers  
Number of Pages: xii, 183 , [116] of plates  
Notes: by Philip K. Crowe.  
il., ports. ; 24 cm.  
Includes index.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 6. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry Volkening From his friend, Philip K. Crowe, March, 1966."

Author: Crowe, Philip K.
Year: 1967
Title: The empty ark
City: New York,
Publisher: Scribner
Number of Pages: xvi, 301
Abstract: An account of the author's missions to Africa, the Middle East, Asia, South America, and the Pacific to encourage wildlife conservation in lands where wild and rare animals still exist.
Notes: illus., maps. 24 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 12. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry Volkening With great appreciation for all his help--"

Author: Davison, Peter
Year: 1966
Title: The city and the island; poems
City: New York,
Publisher: Atheneum
Number of Pages: 55
Edition: 1st
Notes: 23 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 14. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry Volkening, with thanks for a very great deal more than he is aware of. Peter Davison. August 29, 1966."

Author: De la Mare, Walter
Year: 1928
Title: At first sight, a novel
City: New York,
Publisher: C. Gaige
Number of Pages: 142, 141 l.
Notes: by Walter De La Mare.
20 cm.
With author's autograph.
"Six hundred and fifty copies printed at the printing house of William Edwin Rudge, at Mount Vernon, New York. Distributed by Random house. Typography by Frederic Warde."
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 86. Signed by the author.

Author: Dolson, Hildegarde
Year: 1946
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Title: We shook the family tree  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Random house  
Number of Pages: 5 l., 3-199  
Notes: by Hildegarde Dolson. illus. 21 cm.  
"First printing."  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 16. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry-- who is half the reason I'm openly idolatrous about Russell + Volkening. Love, Hildy."

Author: Dolson, Hildegarde  
Year: 1948  
Title: The Husband who Ran Away  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Random House  
Number of Pages: 342  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 15. Inscribed by the author for HV: "For Henry and Natalie with love, Hildy."

Author: Dorn, Frank  
Year: 1970  
Title: The forbidden city; the biography of a palace  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Scribner  
Number of Pages: xx, 312  
Notes: illus., maps, plans, ports. 24 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 17. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To: Henry Volkening-- With sincere and lasting thanks for your understanding and great assistance. Frank Dorn.. 19 Nov. 70."

Author: Elliott, Ellen Coit Brown  
Year: 1940  
Title: It happened this way; American scene  
City: Stanford University, Calif.,  
Publisher: Stanford University press  
Number of Pages: xi, 332  
Notes: [by] Ellen Coit Elliott. front., plates, ports. 24 cm.  
Autobiography.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 18. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Mr. Henry Volkening with greetings from the writer of this book, Ellen Coit Elliott. Stanford University. March 31, 1941."
Author: Everds, Martha  
Year: 1969  
Title: Love Is  
City: Garden City, New York  
Publisher: Doubleday  
Item Number and Notes: Volkening 7.

Author: Fearing, Kenneth  
Year: 1946  
Title: The big clock  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Harcourt Brace  
Number of Pages: 175  
Edition: 1st  
Notes: 21 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 19. Signed by the author.

Author: Fenwick, Elizabeth  
Year: 1950  
Title: Afterwards  
City: New York, Toronto  
Publisher: Rinehart  
Number of Pages: 219  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 20. Inscribed by the author for HV.

Author: Ferro, Mathilde  
Year: 1948  
Title: Fear is the Parent  
City: Garden City, New York  
Publisher: Doubleday  
Number of Pages: 273  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 21. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Natalie and Henry With love to you both, Mat."

Author: Fisher, M. F. K.  
Year: 1969  
Title: With bold knife and fork  
City: New York  
Publisher: Putnam
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Number of Pages: 318
Notes: [by] M.F.K. Fisher.
24 cm.

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 23. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Natalie and Henry Volkening from their loving aunt-- MFK Fisher. St. Helena 1969." Postcard from the author to HV: "I wanted to sign your book, '-- with deep affection and real respection--' but I thought it might sound flippant or something-- respectionately--MFKF."

Author: Fisher, M. F. K.
Year: 1971
Title: Among friends
City: New York
Publisher: Knopf
Number of Pages: 306
Edition: 1st
Notes: [by] M.F.K. Fisher.
22 cm.

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 22. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry Volkening, writer, from MFK Fisher, pupil, with love."

Author: Franck, Thomas M.
Year: 1964
Title: East African unity through law
City: New Haven,
Publisher: Yale University Press
Number of Pages: xi, 184
Notes: by Thomas M. Franck.
23 cm.
"Prepared under the auspices of the American Society of International Law."

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 24. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry: in friendship and appreciation for raising the sights and connecting the angle of vision. Tom. New York City. Apr.6/65."

Author: Freeman, Joseph
Year: 1936
Title: An American testament; a narrative of rebels and romantics
City: New York,
Publisher: Farrar & Rinehart
Number of Pages: x, 678
Notes: 24 cm.

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 25. Inscribed by the author to HV: "Nullius addictus rurare in verba magistre: Quo me cumque rapit

Prepared June 30, 2004
tempestas, deferor hospes. I am not ..(?).. to swear allegiance to any master--
Where the wind carries me, I put into port and make myself at home. --Horace.

**Author:** Freeman, Joseph  
**Year:** 1943  
**Title:** Never call retreat  
**City:** New York, Toronto,  
**Publisher:** Farrar & Rinehart inc.  
**Number of Pages:** ix, 756  
**Notes:** by Joseph Freeman.  
22 cm.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 27. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry Volkening- with all good wishes, Joe Freeman. Jan. 1945."

**Author:** Freeman, Joseph  
**Year:** 1947  
**Title:** The long pursuit  
**City:** New York ; Toronto  
**Publisher:** Rinehart & Co. Inc.  
**Number of Pages:** [8], 310  
**Notes:** by Joseph Freeman.  
22 cm.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 26. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry--in deep appreciation of his counsel and friendship: Sincerely, Joe Freeman. NY City. April 4, 1947. Omit, omit, my charming friend, still to inquire how parties tend, Or what we fix with foreign power; If France and we are really friends, And what the Russian Czar intends, Is no concern of ours" --Horace as translated by Mathew Arnold."

**Author:** Galsworthy, John  
**Year:** 1929  
**Title:** Four Forsyte stories  
**City:** New York,  
London,  
**Publisher:** The Fountain Press;  
W. Heinemann ltd.  
**Number of Pages:** 112  
**Notes:** by John Galsworthy.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 28. Signed by the author.

**Author:** Geismar, Maxwell David
Year: 1942  
Title: Writers in crisis : the American novel between two wars  
City: Boston  
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Company  
Number of Pages: 299  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 29. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry V -- With admiration and affection-- and less suspicion." Newspaper clipping.

Author: Hatcher, Doris  
Year: 1969  
Title: The education of Victoria Speyer  
City: Upper Black Eddy, Pa.,  
Publisher: Tinicum Press  
Number of Pages: 246  
Edition: 1st  
Notes: illus. 22 cm. Autobiography.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 30. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry Volkening with best wishes, Doris." Press release, notes, reviews.

Author: Jacobson, Dan  
Year: 1964  
Title: Beggar my neighbour; short stories  
City: London,  
Publisher: Weidenfeld and Nicholson  
Number of Pages: 204  
Notes: 21 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 31. "Uncorrected proof" from Russell & Volkkening, Inc.

Author: Jones, James  
Year: 1951  
Title: From here to eternity  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Scribner  
Number of Pages: 861  
Notes: 22 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 80. Inscribed by the author
to HV: "For Henry + Natalie Volkening In memory of ? Nicht at Cherios. Best wishes, James Jones."

Author: Joyce, Stanislaus  
Year: 1958  
Title: My brother's keeper; James Joyce's early years  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Viking Press  
Number of Pages: 266  
Edition: 1st  
Notes: Edited with an introd. and notes by Richard Ellmann. Pref. by T.S. Eliot. illus. 22 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 32.

Author: Kang, Younghill  
Year: 1937  
Title: East goes west  
City: New York,  
Publisher: C. Scribner's Sons  
Number of Pages: 4., 3-401  
Notes: 23 cm.  
Autobiographical account of a young Korean's experiences in America.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 81. Inscribed by the author to HV: "Wlth deep regards, very sincerely yours, Younhill Kang. 23 October 1941."

Author: Kees, Weldon  
Year: 1943  
Title: The last man  
City: San Francisco,  
Publisher: The Colt Press  
Number of Pages: 47, [41]  
Notes: by Weldon Kees. 25 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 82. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry Volkening with best wishes, Weldon Kees, New York. Sept. 1943."

Author: Kimbrough, Emily  
Year: 1952
Title: Through Charley's door  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Harper  
Number of Pages: 273  
Edition: 1st  
Notes: Drawings by Alice Harvey. illus. 22cm.  
Item Number and Notes: Volkening 83. Signed by the author.

Author: Krich, Aron M.  
Year: 1968  
Title: All here are on vacation; poems from Martha's Vineyard  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Citadel Press  
Number of Pages: 80  
Edition: 1st  
Notes: [by] Aron Krich. Drawings by Samuel Milstein. illus. 24 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 84. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry and Natalie with best regards--Aron Krich, Sam Milstein." Letter from Toby Cole to HV. Newspaper clipping.

Author: MacKenzie, Donald  
Year: 1955  
Title: Occupation: Thief  
City: Indianapolis, New York  
Publisher: Bobbs-Merrill  
Number of Pages: 260  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 85. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry, without whose needling affection this book could never have been written. Donald MacKenzie."

Author: Meagher, Joseph William  
Year: 1954  
Title: Through midnight streets  
City: Boston  
Publisher: Little Brown  
Number of Pages: 299  
Edition: 1st

Prepared June 30, 2004
Notes: 21cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 33.

Author: Merriam, Eve; Nims, John Frederick; Garrigue, Jean; Williams, Tennessee; Carriâon, Alejandro
Year: 1944
Title: Five young American poets: third series 1944: Eve Merriam; John Frederick Nims; Jean Garrigue; Tennessee Williams; Alejandro Carriâon
City: Norfolk, Conn.
Publisher: New Directions
Number of Pages: 215
Notes: 22 cm.
Includes Summer belvedere and other poems by Tennessee Williams.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 79. Inscribed by John Frederick Nims: "For Henry Volkening--John Frederick Nims."

Author: Moon, Bucklin
Year: 1945
Title: Primer for white folks
City: Garden City, N.Y.
Publisher: Doubleday Doran and Co.
Number of Pages: xiv, 491
Notes: edited by Bucklin Moon.
22 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 34. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry, who owns 10% of all. Buck. July 12, 1945."

Author: Morris, Wright
Year: 1970
Title: Green grass, blue sky, white house
City: Los Angeles,
Publisher: Black Sparrow Press
Number of Pages: 67
Notes: port. 21 cm.
200 numbered copies.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 35. Inscribed by the author to HV: "Dear Henry- you did want to know why, and the reason why is that Wright and Jo Morris think you are darling. signed and sealed, Wright and Jo. Mill Valley, Dec. 1970."

Author: Nims, John Frederick
Year: 1950

Prepared June 30, 2004
Title: A fountain in Kentucky, and other poems  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Sloane  
Number of Pages: 72  
Notes: 22 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 37. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry--This souvenir of his 1949 safari among cannibals and cannot-ibals. (That's a joke, see? It means--Oh well, you tell me) Best, John. Feb. '50."

Author: Nims, John Frederick  
Year: 1951  
Title: Freight  
City: Chicago  
Publisher: s.n.  
Number of Pages: [9]  
Notes: John Frederick Nims.  
26 cm.  
A poem.  
Cover title.  
"Of this edition of fourteen copies this is number 3."

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 38. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry who probably invented the ...(?)... from John the boxcar band. Christmas, 1951." Drawing of a Christmas tree.

Author: Nims, John Frederick; Untermeyer, Louis  
Year: 1947  
Title: The iron pastoral  
City: New York  
Publisher: W. Sloane Associates  
Number of Pages: 86  
Notes: 22 cm.  
Poems.  
"First printing."

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 39. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry from John, this here wit + relish."

Author: Panetta, George  
Year: 1944  
Title: We ride a white donkey  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Harcourt Brace  
Number of Pages: 3 ., 186

Prepared June 30, 2004
**Edition:** 1st  
**Notes:** George Panetta.  
19 cm.  
"First edition."

**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 40. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry-- For his patience + care. For taking ten percent and giving me the ninety. George Panetta."

**Author:** Postani, Bettina  
**Year:** 1957  
**Title:** Before the cock crows  
**City:** Boston, Toronto  
**Publisher:** Little, Brown and co.  
**Number of Pages:** 198  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 41.

**Author:** Powers, J. F.  
**Year:** 1947  
**Title:** Prince of Darkness, and other stories  
**City:** Garden City, N.Y.,  
**Publisher:** Doubleday  
**Number of Pages:** 277  
**Edition:** 1st  
**Notes:** 20 cm.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 42. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry-- who first gave these stories the old college ? for his ? for his encouragement this first (and last?) edition. --Jon. May 1947."

**Author:** Raynolds, Robert  
**Year:** 1965  
**Title:** Thomas Wolfe: memoir of a friendship  
**City:** Austin  
**Publisher:** University of Texas Press  
**Number of Pages:** [15], 16-154, [151], [158] of plates  
**Notes:** by Robert Raynolds. ill., ports. ; 22 cm.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 43. New York Times Book Review slip.

**Author:** Reel, A. Frank  
**Year:** 1949  
**Title:** The case of General Yamashita

Prepared June 30, 2004
**City**: Chicago, Ill.
**Publisher**: University of Chicago Press
**Number of Pages**: vi, 323
**Notes**: A. Frank Reel.
22 cm.
**Item Number and Notes**: [Item Number] Volkening 44. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry Volkening—the ...(?)... of this publication-- with thanks, A. Frank Reel. 12 September 1949."

**Author**: Reeves, George M.
**Year**: 1955
**Title**: Thomas Wolfe et l'Europe
**City**: Paris,
**Publisher**: Jouve
**Number of Pages**: 158
**Notes**: 23 cm.
**Item Number and Notes**: [Item Number] Volkening 45.

**Author**: Rolo, Charles James
**Year**: 1944
**Title**: Wingate's raiders, an account of the fabulous adventure that raised the curtain on the battle for Burma
**City**: New York,
**Publisher**: The Viking press
**Number of Pages**: 5 ¹., 197
**Notes**: by Charles J. Rolo.
plates, ports. 21 cm.
Map on lining papers.
**Item Number and Notes**: [Item Number] Volkening 46. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry -- in the hope that this book marks the beginning of an enduring relationship and lasting friendship. Wishing you happy days and double switches. Salaamo, Charles Rolo. New York. March 1944."

**Author**: Ross, Irwin
**Year**: 1949
**Title**: Strategy for liberals, the politics of the mixed economy
**City**: New York,
**Publisher**: Harper
**Number of Pages**: 211
**Edition**: 1st
**Notes**: 22 cm.
**Item Number and Notes**: [Item Number] Volkening 47. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry--who was always helpful, undismayed and endlessley
reassuring--Irwin."

Author: Schenck, Earl
Year: 1940
Title: Come unto these yellow sands
City: Indianapolis, New York,
Publisher: The Bobbs-Merrill Company
Number of Pages: 372
Notes: by Earl Schenck; illustrated by the author.
illus. 24 cm.
"First edition."
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 48. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry and Natalie Volkening In sincere appreciation of their friendship laovana , Earl Schenck."

Author: Schwed, Fred
Year: 1951
Title: The pleasure was all mine; the journal of an undisappointed man
City: New York,
Publisher: Simon and Schuster
Number of Pages: viii, 260
Notes: With drawings by Walt Kelly.
illus. 21 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 49. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To [stamped] Russell & Volkening, Inc. 522 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N.Y. Fred Schwed, Jr. (Lazy man's inscription.)"

Author: Smith, Chard Powers
Year: 1939
Title: Artillery of time
City: New York,
Publisher: C. Scribner's sons
Number of Pages: 6 ., 3-853
Notes: by Chard Powers Smith.
22 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 50. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry Volkening--With all best wishes--Chard Powers Smith--5/16/45."

Author: Steinberg, Milton
Year: 1946
Title: As a driven leaf

Prepared June 30, 2004
City: New York,
Publisher: Behrman House
Number of Pages: 480
Edition: "Second printing."
Notes: by Milton Steinberg.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 52. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry Volkening With the affection of Milton Steinberg."

Author: Steinberg, Milton
Year: 1960
Title: Anatomy of faith
City: New York
Publisher: Harcourt Brace
Number of Pages: 304
Edition: 1st
Notes: Milton Steinberg ; edited, with an introd., by Arthur A. Cohen. 21 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 51. Inscribed by the editor to HV: "If not from Milton, then from me. Arthur A. Cohen."

Author: Strachey, Lytton
Year: 1928
Title: Elizabeth and Essex : a tragic history
City: New York, London
Publisher: Crosby Gaige, Chatto & Windus
Number of Pages: 244
Notes: by Lytton Strachey.
The David Magee Collection of Edwardian Literature.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. 281-282.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 53. Signed by the author.

Author: Strauss, Patricia
Year: 1942
Title: Cripps, advocate extraordinary
City: New York
Publisher: Duell Sloan and Pearce
Number of Pages: 423
Edition: 1st
Notes: 42036417
Patricia Straus.
Includes index.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 54. Inscribed by the author.
to HV: "For Natalie + Henry--two of the nicest people in the U.S.A. from Pat."

**Author:** Sullivan, Richard  
**Year:** 1942  
**Title:** Summer after summer  
**City:** Garden City, New York  
**Publisher:** Doubleday, Doran and Co.  
**Number of Pages:** 306  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 56. Inscribed by the author to HV: "Henry: With this copy of a book you read in manuscript come my deep and affectionate thanks for what you did to change manuscript to book. -Richard Sullivan. Sept. 17, 1942."

**Author:** Sullivan, Richard  
**Year:** 1943  
**Title:** The dark continent  
**City:** Garden City, New York  
**Publisher:** Doubleday, Doran and co.  
**Number of Pages:** 181  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 55. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry Volkening, who has done so much for this book and its author, with affectionate good wishes from -- Dick Sullivan. December 15, 1943."

**Author:** Sullivan, Richard  
**Year:** 1946  
**Title:** The world of Idella May  
**City:** Garden City, New York  
**Publisher:** Doubleday & Company Inc.  
**Number of Pages:** 3 ., 373  
**Notes:** 22 cm.  
"First edition."  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 58. Inscribed by the author to HV: "Dec. 5, 1946. Henry: I've been trying to think of a neat + tidy inscription for you; but it's impossible to say in a phrase or two how immeasurably your good counsel and warm encouragement have helped me over the years, and how much they have contributed to the writing of this present book about Idella May. This copy comes to you as a kind of inadequate token of my thanks and my friendship. Dick Sullivan."

**Author:** Sullivan, Richard  
**Year:** 1953  
**Title:** 311 Congress Court

Prepared June 30, 2004
City: New York
Publisher: Holt
Notes: by Richard Sullivan.
Number of Pages: 245

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 57. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry- with thanks and affection and good wishes once more. -Dick Sullivan."

Author: Sward, Keith
Year: 1948
Title: The legend of Henry Ford
City: New York,
Publisher: Rinehart
Notes: 24 cm.
Number of Pages: viii, 550

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 59. Inscribed: "By Keith Sward and Henry Volkening, "The Legend of Henry Ford: Or the Art of Counting from One to Eleven..."

Author: Sylvester, Harry
Year: 1942
Title: Dearly beloved : a novel
City: New York
Publisher: Duell Sloan and Pearce
Notes: [by] Harry Sylvester.
Number of Pages: 4 l., 3-262
Edition: 1st

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 60. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry and Natalie Volkening-- Harry Sylvester. new York, May 20, 1942."

Author: Thielen, Benedict; Gruger, Frederick R.
Year: 1947
Title: Friday at noon
City: New York
Publisher: Henry Holt and company
Notes: 21 cm.
Number of Pages: 307, [303]

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 61.
**Author:** Tuchman, Barbara W.
**Year:** 1958
**Title:** The Zimmerman Telegram
**City:** London
**Publisher:** Constable

**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 63. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry, This by-product of a happy collaboration -- (and, if I remember to listen to the trolley-cars, who knows, I might even finish the next one--) from, Barbara."

---

**Author:** Tuchman, Barbara Wertheim
**Year:** 1970
**Title:** Stilwell and the American experience in China, 1911-45
**City:** New York,
**Publisher:** Macmillan

**Number of Pages:** xv, 621
**Notes:** [by] Barbara W. Tuchman.
illus., maps, ports. 24 cm.

**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 62. Invitation to the Annual Ceremonial of the American Academy of Arts and Letters and the National Institute of Arts and Letters. Newspaper and magazine clippings. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry- my staff, shield, advisor and friend. ever affectionately, Barbara."

---

**Author:** Tugwell, Rexford G.
**Year:** 1947
**Title:** The stricken land : the story of Puerto Rico
**City:** Garden City, N.Y.
**Publisher:** Doubleday & Company Inc.

**Number of Pages:** xxxi, 704 maps.
**Notes:** Rexford Guy Tugwell.
Maps on lining-papers.

**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 64.

---

**Author:** Van Ness, Lilian
**Year:** 1944
**Title:** Again in October
**City:** Garden City, New York,
**Publisher:** Doubleday Doran and co. inc.

**Number of Pages:** 4 l., 262
**Edition:** 1st
**Notes:** 21 cm.

**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 36. Inscribed by the author
to HV: "With much gratitude, Lilian van Ness."

**Author:** Vegtel, Maddy  
**Year:** 1947  
**Title:** The moon is rising  
**City:** New York  
**Publisher:** McGraw-Hill  
**Number of Pages:** 232  
**Notes:** 21 cm.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 65. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry Volkening from Maddy Vegtel, Let's hope book II ??, for both our sakes! 20th January, 1947."

**Author:** Webster, Harvey Curtis  
**Year:** 1947  
**Title:** On a darkling plain; the art & thought of Thomas Hardy  
**City:** Chicago  
**University:** University of Chicago Press  
**Number of Pages:** x, 239  
**Notes:** 20 cm.  
Without thesis statement.  
Thesis--University of Michigan.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 66. Inscribed by the author to HV: "To Henry, who may rip this apart, Harvey."

**Author:** West, Herbert Faulkner  
**Year:** 1939  
**Title:** The nature writers; a guide to richer reading  
**City:** Brattleboro,  
**Publisher:** Stephen Daye press  
**Number of Pages:** 155  
**Notes:** by Herbert Faulkner West.  
21 cm.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 72. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry with best regards of Herb West and in memory of two pleasant evenings."

**Author:** West, Jessamyn  
**Year:** 1945  
**Title:** The friendly persuasion  
**City:** New York  
**Publisher:** Harcourt Brace and Co.

Prepared June 30, 2004
Number of Pages: 214  
Notes: by Jessamyn West.  
21 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 68. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For my friend, Henry, Jessamyn. December, 1945."

Author: West, Jessamyn  
Year: 1948  
Title: A mirror for the sky  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Harcourt Brace  
Number of Pages: 155  
Edition: 1st  
Notes: an opera based on an original conception of Raoul Pene du Bois for portraying the life of Audubon in a musical drama. Costume sketches by Raoul Pene du Bois. illus. 21 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 71.

Author: West, Jessamyn  
Year: 1966  
Title: A matter of time  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Harcourt Brace & World  
Number of Pages: 310  
Edition: 1st ed  
Notes: 22 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 70. Inscribed by the author to HV: "Dear Henry, This dedication had as well gone into the other eight-except that the matter of time involved would have been less. Your encouragement, interest and effort has neither grown nor slacked off since that first meeting in the commodore 21 years ago-its been maximum right along. When people say in congratulatory tones, "So Henry Volkening is your agent," I have difficulty recognizing you. That's the word for it I suppose but i think of you as my friend, interested in my writing, thank God, but should the writing cease, I think the friendship wouldn't. And here's a pact for you to sign: not to stop agenting until I stop writing. You don't have to stop when I stop, but not before. So thanks for two decades- and here's high hopes for a third. This is written in the sunshine on the grassy slope where you and Natalie once sat- and which I hope you'll grace again. Until then with fond and happy memories, Jessamyn."

Author: West, Jessamyn  
Year: 1969
**Title:** Except for me and thee; a companion to The friendly persuasion  
**City:** New York,  
**Publisher:** Harcourt Brace & World  
**Number of Pages:** 309  
**Edition:** 1st  
**Notes:** 22 cm.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 67. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry and Natalie, remembering 24 years of friendship - when there have never been any "excepts" but always "me and thee," Love from, Jessamyn. March 29, 1968."

**Author:** Weston, Christine  
**Year:** 1943  
**Title:** Indigo  
**City:** New York,  
**Publisher:** C. Scribner's sons  
**Number of Pages:** 374  
**Notes:** by Christine Weston.  
20 cm.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 73. Inscribed by the author to HV.

**Author:** Weston, Christine  
**Year:** 1947  
**Title:** There and then  
**City:** New York,  
**Publisher:** C. Scribner's Sons  
**Number of Pages:** 176  
**Notes:** illus. by George de Goutiere.  
illus. 21 cm.  
Short stories.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 74.

**Author:** Weston, Christine  
**Year:** 1950  
**Title:** The world is a bridge  
**City:** New York  
**Publisher:** Charles Scribner's Sons  
**Number of Pages:** 276  
**Notes:** by Christine Weston.  
22 cm.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Volkening 75. Inscribed by the author to HV: "For Henry and Natalie with my best-- Christine."

Prepared June 30, 2004
Author: White, Robin
Year: 1961
Title: Men and angels
City: New York,
Publisher: Harper
Number of Pages: 276
Edition: 1st
Notes: 22 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 76. Inscribed by the author to HV: "Dear Henry, For Henry, To Henry, Respectfully, Affectionately, Michievously, Robin."

Author: Whitmore, Stanford
Year: 1955
Title: Solo
City: New York
Publisher: Harcourt, Brace and Co.
Number of Pages: 382
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 77. Inscribed by the author to HV: "This book is for Henry-- who was the first to believe. So this, in memory of that Saturday we ? at the Brass Rail and got all this underway. It is important that we take care of ourselves for a long life and better books than this, and I promise you both these things. Gratefully, Stan. October 8, 1955. New York."

Author: Wylie, Elinor
Year: 1929
Title: Angels and earthly creatures
City: New York, London,
Publisher: A. A. Knopf
Number of Pages: xi, 63, [62]
Notes: front. (port.) 23 cm.
Poems.
At head of title: Elinor Wylie.
"First and second printings before publication."
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 78.

Year: 1935
Title: The Making of a Book
City: New York
Publisher: Charles Scribner's Sons

Prepared June 30, 2004
Number of Pages: 28
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Volkening 69.